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At the request of Dr. van Rijckevorsel, I have made in the laboratory 
of the University of Groningen, during the night between •7-•8 May, ob- 
servations of the variations of declinations and of the horizontal intensity. 

The laboratory is quite free from iron, and lies in a garden far from 
the railway, canals, and frequented streets. In Groningen there are no 
electric car lines nor electric plants, hence we are undisturbed by stray 
or "vagabundirende" currents. 

The variations of declination were observed by means of a unifilar 
magnetometer of Kohlrauseh; scale and telescope were at a distance of 
4•9. 7 e. m., so that a change in the direction of the magnet of i t gives a 
displacement of the image of the scale of 2.smm. 

The telescope had an aperture of 40rnrn, a focal length of 450 ram, and 
a magnifying power oœ 55 times- the readings v•ere accurate, at least to 
o.•m•n, now and then O.O$ mm being estimated. 

For obtaining the variations of the horizontal intensity we made use 
of the variometer of Kohlrausch with the four little magnets; the dis- 
tance of the scale had been chosen as 374.9 c. m., so that, with the value 
of •---- 2o ø 33Za displacement of •mr• of the image of the scale corre- 
sponds to a variation of o.oooo5 Y-Y. The telescope was similar to that 
used with the magnetometer. 

The variometer was placed in the basement (so•-ter•-ain) where the 
temperature is very constant; the difference in temperature during the 
time of observation did not surpass o.a• c. Messrs. G. van Dijk and J. 
Kunst, students, candidates in science, assisted me in making the obser- 
vations. They are much accustomed in this sort of work, being more 
than a year occupied with an absolute determination of the electro- 
chemiea! equivalent of silver. 

From •4 • 2o,u_ •, May •7, Greenwich mean astronomical time, a 
reading was made every minute. On the curves forwarded every dot 
represents a reading- •tn,• of the ordinate ---- o.•m,• of the scale-reading. 
The numbers on the left side belong to curve I (intensity), those on the 
right to curve II (declination); hence, for instance, at •6• o5 TM the reading 

of the variometer was 4• 6.4; 
of the magnetometer 4o4.o. 

Groningen lies in latitude 53 ø • 3 • • N. and 
in longitude 6 ø 34 • •7 'z East of Greenwich. 

I hope that these observations may be of some use for the investiga- 
tion under consideration.' 

• The publication of table of readings must be deferred until next i•ue.--t•). 
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